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Chloroplast genes transferred to the nuclear plant genome
have adjusted to nuclear base composition and codon
usage
i
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ABSTRACT

.

During plant evolution, some plastid genes have been
moved to the nuclear genome. These transferred genes
are now correctly expressed in the nucleus, their
products being transported into the chloroplast. We
compared the base compositions, the distributions of
some dinucleotides and codon usages of transferred,
nuclear and chloroplast genes in two dicots and two
monocots plant species. Our results indicate that
transferred
genes have adjusted to nuclear base
composition and codon usage, being now more similar
to the nuclear genes than to the chloroplast ones in
every species analyzed.
INTRODUCTION

4

The existence of adjustment of base composition to different
genomic G +C contents was shown in homologous genes and
noncoding sequences of microorganisms
and mitochondrial
genomes’. Demonstration of the existence of such adjustment
has been hindered in higher eukaryotes because of the
compartmentalization of their genomes. Only recently, it has been
shown that there is a compositional adjustment for Ah repetitive
sequences
that are located in different human genome
compartments*.
Coding sequences that have moved between different genomes
can be good candidates to probe the existence of compositional
adjustment and to analyze the involved mechanisms. Such gene
movements have recurrently occurred along plant evolution and
most of the plastid genes have been transferred to the nuclear
genome3.4,5x6. Since in most plant species chloroplast and
nuclear genomes have different GC contents’, we think that
plastid genes transferred to the plant nuclear genome can be an
excellent model system to analyze if such compositional
adjustment exists and, if so, how it works.
We compared nucleotide composition and codon usage of
nuclear, chloroplast and nuclear genes encoding chloroplast
proteins (transferred genes) in two dicots (pea and tobacco) and

* To whom correspondence

two monocots (wheat and maize) species. The distributions of
some relevant dinucleotides were also studied. Results indicate
that - at the level of base composition, dinucleotide distribution
and codon usage - transferred genes are more similar to nuclear
genes than to chloroplast ones. We analyzed how they have
adjusted their base composition and codon usage to that of the
nuclear environment.
DATA AND METHODS
Gene sequences
Sequences from nuclear and chloroplast genes were retrieved
from the GenBank genetic sequence data bank8 (release 57), or
directly taken from original publications. We selected the four
species with higher numbers of nuclear and chloroplast genes
sequenced: Nicotiana tubucum (Solunuceue), Pisum sutivum
&eguminosue),
Triticum uestivum and Zeu muys (Pouceue).
Nuclear genes encoding chloroplast proteins can be considered
as transferred chloroplast gene@. Although this seems to be a
common situation, two exceptions of nuclear encoded chloroplast
proteins that probably evolved from nuclear genes have already
been described9xt0. Table 1 shows the genes we have identified
as transferred genes. A list of the remaining nuclear and
chloroplast genes used in this study is shown in the Appendix.
Nucleotide

composition

data

Before nucleotide composition and codon usage were analyzed,
introns of all genes and the sequence coding for the signal peptide
present in transferred genes were removed. Nucleotide sites
subject to silent changes (‘silent sites’) are calculated according
to reference 1 [N = A, C, G, or T(U); R = A or G; Y = C
or T(U)]: A, third positions of all codons, plus A in first positions
of AGR codons; C, third positions of all codons, plus C in first
positions of CTR and CGR codons; G, third positions of all
codons, minus G in third positions of ATG and TGG codons;
T, third positions of all codons, plus T in first positions of TTR
codons .
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